LI Z Z IE
DUTT O N
design + research

CV
EXPERIENCE
PHD STUDENT
NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY
OCTOBER 2013 – PRESENT
Design researcher - devising and
undertaking studies to investigate
opportunities for new products and
services to support people to live
physically active lifestyles in order to
improve their brain health.

MASTERS IN SERVICE DESIGN
ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART
OCTOBER 2012 – MARCH 2013
Service design student, primarily working
on service design projects related to
healthcare and wellbeing.
Unfortunately the rapid pace of the
coursework did not suit my health or
energy levels so I had to stop studying
on the masters course and instead
pursued doctoral research.

ALL CHANGE
JULY 2012 – OCTOBER 2012
Whilst training for a half marathon
I contracted a viral infection which
developed into Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome. A period of massive change in
my life gave me a new perspective and

a drive to help people to live healthier,
happier lives through product and
service design innovation. My change in
circumstances led me to pursue further
study, to widen my horizons, knowledge
base and creativity.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER
THE CENTRE FOR DESIGN RESEARCH,
NORTHUMBRIA UNIVERSITY
MAY 2008 – JULY 2012
Industrial design and research within
a research oriented multi-disciplinary
design consultancy.

SLEEP SLING: Principal designer for a
baby sling for soothing colic - market
analysis, focus-group design, ergonomic
definition, mechanical and aesthetic
design, prototyping, usability analysis,
manufacturing liaison.

IVF EGG RETRIEVAL DEVICE: Principal
designer for Rocket Medical’s, Oocyte
Aspiration Pump - observational studies,
user interviews, user-interface design,
aesthetic design, prototyping and
productionisation.

MEDICAL DEVICE: Principal designer for
a confidential medical device – project
management, concept generation for
patent application, ergonomics, aesthetic
design and prototyping.

SLEEP WEEK: Project manager for a

design research project - design probe
design, participant recruitment, data
collection and analysis.

CONSUMER RESEARCH: Research for a
leading TV manufacturer - ethnographic
studies, survey research, interpreting
and reporting results.

DESIGN RESEARCHER
THE DESIGN UNIT, DE MONTFORT
UNIVERSITY
SEPTEMBER 2005 – MAY 2008
Industrial design and project
management in a business development
oriented design consultancy.

THE RED INITIATIVE: Project manager
for The RED Initiative - a business
development program to engage
local companies with sustainable
design - delivering seminars, producing
educational materials, materials
research, co-ordinating design projects.

BACKTRACK – POSTURE MONITOR:
Lead industrial designer for a posture
tracking health and safety device.

ACADEMIC: Teaching and academic
engagement including presentations on
sustainable design and developing and
delivering undergraduate courses.

FREELANCE PACKAGING DESIGNER
ESPRIT EUROPE LTD

AUGUST – OCTOBER 2004
Structural and graphic packaging design
for a range of sports products.

PACKAGING TECHNOLOGIST
BOOTS MANUFACTURING
JULY 2003 - JULY 2004
Development of several product lines
to reduce cost and improve quality,
including print and component selection
for major brands’ product lines.
Co-ordinating installation and production
scheduling for an innovative, lean
packaging line.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY
JUNE 2003
Concept generation for a European
healthcare design research project.

QUALIFICATIONS
DEGREE
Industrial Design and Technology
BA, 1st Class Honours
Loughborough University
2001-2005

A-LEVELS
Maths [A], Art [A], Physics [B]
General Studies [B]
1999 - 2001

THINK ACTIVE

THE CHALLENGE : TO ENABLE
PEOPLE WITH LATER LIFE COGNITIVE
IMPAIRMENT TO BE MORE PHYSICALLY
ACTIVE
Think Active is a Philips funded
doctoral research project investigating
interventions to support people with mild
dementia and mild cognitive impairment
to be more physically active. The
research is being conducted at Newcastle
University’s MoveLab.
I have been responsible for the design
and delivery of this project including
literature review, research design,
ethics application, liason with recruiters,
research delivery and data analysis.
This study involved application to an
National Health Service research ethics
committee, which is an extensive and
rigorous process. The study was carefully
designed to address the needs of people
with cognitive impairment, including the
development of participant information
and consent forms that were easy to
read.
The initial research phase investigated
people’s experiences of living with
cognitive impairment and how it affects
physical activity levels and choices.
Fifteen people with cognitive impairment
(and in some cases their partners)
completed a customised diary-probe.
The diary was designed to be engaging

PHD DESIGN RESEARCH PROJECT
and was delivered in a probe-pack along
with a Polaroid camera for making visual
records. It asked people to record and
reflect on their daily routines, health,
physical acitivity choices as well as
their comfort using technology. I then
conducted an in depth interview at
participants’ homes where we discussed
their diary entries.

COMPLETED
DIARY

INTERVIEW

THINK ACTIVE
PHD DESIGN RESEARCH PROJECT
Key themes from the diaryinterview research were
identified and personas
were generated to inform
product development.

CONCEPT
STORYBOARDS
PERSONA

In order to generate
concepts for products and
services to enable people
with dementia to stay active
three ideation workshops were
held; at Philips Research Cambridge
and Eindhoven and with members
of Newcastle University’s MoveLab.
Through a series of activities, workshop
participants explored the barriers and
motivators to physical activity expressed
by people with cognitive impairment.
They went on to develop ideas for new
products and services to address those
barriers.
The ideas from these workshops
were refined and developed into
three concepts. These concepts were
presented as storyboards to some of the
initial research participants. In two focus
groups participants gave their feedback.
The research is currently being analysed.

CARDS

CONC EPT NO. 1

those flowers
but I don’t know
where that route
goes.

Don’t go
wandering off
- remember Jill
is coming this
afternoon?

Do you want to
come to the shops
with me this
morning? I want to
buy a new coat.

MAP - show
me the
route options

This route will
take you fifty
minutes to get
there and back
home again.

Ah yes. It says in
my calendar.
I’ll set a reminder
to make sure I
get back in time.

It says here that it will
be sunny this morning.
I think I’ll go for a
walk instead. If that’s
okay?

Back at home...

I wonder where Phil
is. I’d like to join him
on his walk home.

You have an
appointment in
half an hour. You
should head home
now.

Oh look he did go
wandering!

Oh yes!
Hmm.. which
way do I go?

CALL PHIL.

Where have
you been
today Dad?
Hmm... I can’t
remember exactly.

BRRRING,
BRRRING!

It says here
you walked by
the riverside.

Hello dear.
I am on my
way home,
don’t worry!

Oh, yes....

There were
daffodils. I took
that picture for
you.

Yes, I can see you’re
near the church.
I’ll meet you there
and we can walk
home together.

Take the
next path
on the left.
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Later that year Phil’s walk
doesn’t go so well...

I’ll take a
picture of
the flowers
for Jill.

I’d like to see

Let me see...

I’ll take this
route down the
riverside.

Back at home...
BRRRING,
BRRRING!

I’m so tired and
now I’m getting
wet.
Where am I?
I want to go home.

I’m
exhausted!
Maybe choose a
short walk tomorrow.
You’ve got some
lovely short routes
saved on your map look.

Hi Phil. I got a
message to say you’d
stopped walking.
You’ve been out ages.
Are you okay?
No. It’s raining
and I don’t
know where I
am.
Oh, gosh. I can see where
you are. You’ve walked
miles!
I’ll send a taxi to come and
get you.
I’ll send your location to
the taxi driver.
Stay where you are.

8

IDEATION
WORKSHOP
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MOVEMENT AS MEDICINE FOR COGNITION

THE CHALLENGE : TO INVESTIGATE
OLDER ADULTS ATTITUDES TO BRAIN
HEALTH AND EXERCISE

ALZHEIMER’S SOCIETY

Based on previous work at Newcastle
University’s MoveLab on the project
‘Movement as Medicine for Diabetes’ we
wanted to find out if this program could
be developed to encourage people to
improve to get active to improve their
brain health.

FOCUS

PERSONA

GROUP

ACTIVITY

Older adults can reduce their risk of
developing dementia by living physically
active lifestyles. We wanted to know how
aware older adults were of this and how
we might encourage people to be more
active.
We undertook a focus
group with eight older
adults to explore their
knowledge and beliefs
about physical activity
and brain health.
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FOCUS GROUP
WORKSHEETS
FOOD & DRINK

BRAIN HEALTH

Who does the cooking in their house?

Do they worry about their brain health?

What’s their favourite food?

What does ‘good brain health’ mean to them?

How often do they drink alcohol?

Who else might worry about their brain health?

(10mins)
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were used to help
participants explore the
barriers to activity. We
also asked participants to
design a poster that would
persuade older adults to get active.
(10mins)
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HEALTH & FITNESS
Do they feel generally fit and healthy?

What’s the first thing they would try to give
their brain a ‘boost’?

Which of the ‘brain health’ words from earlier
would they be most likely to use?

What’s their biggest health worry?

When did they feel at their healthiest?

PERSONAL LIFE

a
Have
strong
coffee

Go for
a long
walk

Have a
quick
nap

e
Get som
air
fresh

Have
for
What
fish
dinner

is/was their job? Are they retired?

Who do they live with?

What’s the most important thing in their life?

What’s their favourite hobby or pastime?

Do they / did they ever smoke?

POSTER

What’s the most active thing they did this
week?

What help or advice would they like about
their health and wellbeing?

What motivates them to stay healthy?

DESIGN
What would their
dream holiday look like?
(Can you draw it?)

SLEEP SLING

THE CHALLENGE : TO DEVELOP A
BABY SLING SUITABLE FOR SPENDING
ENDLESS HOURS SOOTHING BABIES
WITH COLIC
Colic is an extremely distressing
condition that affects many babies.
Developmental Solutions brought us
a concept for relieving colic based on
holding babies at a certain angle allowing parents to make eye contact,
massage and rock their babies.
My task was to produce a supportive
sling for parents to comfortably hold and
soothe their babies.
This project was an unusual challenge for
me and the consultancy team. Working
in fabric seemed the obvious solution
as it would allow the comfort and the
flexibility required to fit as wide a range
of adult body sizes as possible. However,
using fabrics to provide the mechanical
stability and strength to support a baby
at the specified angle proved extremely
challenging.
In order to turn my initial concepts
into a prototype I enlisted the help of
a garment designer. Working together
we were able to transform my functional design concepts into a structural
garment.
One of the difficulties at the initial
stages of the project was the lack of
testing opportunities with real babies.

DEVELOPMENTAL SOLUTIONS
Initially I focused on producing a high
quality prototype which would be safe
for testing. I then had the opportunity to
meet with one of the client’s colleagues
and her baby daughter to test this
prototype. Putting a real live wriggling
baby in the sling quickly showed some
major flaws in the design. So it was back
to the drawing board!

DESIGN

PROTOTYPE

DEVELOPMENT

DEFENITION

I realised my naivety in expecting fabrics
to act like plastics with simple weight
distribution characteristics. This was not
a problem I could “draw” my way out of.
I put down my pencil and got to work on
a cut-and-shut prototype. Assembling
various combinations of existing, shop
bought baby slings I was able to produce
a series of instant prototypes. Going
back to our willing volunteer and her not
so willing little girl, we were able to test
various combinations. This “quick and
dirty” prototyping method proved invaluable in getting a practical understanding
of the mechanics and ergonomics.
Combining this new information with
the learnings from the initial prototype
production we were then able to move
rapidly to final prototype production.
Sourcing and managing the production

PROTOTYPE
TESTING

SLEEP SLING
DEVELOPMENTAL SOLUTIONS
of a short run of 12 prototypes for trial
was the next challenge. Communicating
the detailed production requirements
to the garment manufacturers required
a clear set of patterns and a detailed
production pack, quite different from the
engineering drawings that I was used to
producing!
The client used the final prototypes in an
efficacy trial, comparing the Sleep Sling’s
affect on colic against any impact of
using a conventional baby carrying sling.
In order to provide realistic results in
their comparative trial I worked with
the consultancy’s graphic designer to
produce a high quality instruction
booklet. It was important that the
booklet not only conveyed instructions and safety information clearly
and succinctly but also reflected the
quality of a commercial product manual
so that users didn’t reject the product
purely because it wasn’t presented like
a commercial product.
The project highlighted the need to work
effectively both with users and with a
multidisciplinary design team in order to
maximise design development efficiency.

A HAPPY

FINAL
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FEEDBACK

< INSTRUCTION
MANUAL

SLEEP WEEK

THE CHALLENGE : TO RESEARCH
PEOPLE’S NIGHT-TIME HABITS AND
FIND OUT HOW THEY FELT ABOUT
WEARING GOGGLES IN BED!
‘Sleep Week’ was part of the research
phase in the development of a medical
device to be worn on the face during the
night. As the project’s lead designer I
needed to understand the environment
that this invasive medical product would
inhabit and how it would impact on
people’s sleep routines.
I wanted to know about people’s
thoughts and feelings around sleep and
their night time activities (including
activities with their partners – it was
important that the product fitted around
people’s sex lives!). From the beginning
of the project I knew that the success
of the product would depend on people
being happy to use it. Despite having
a potentially transformative effect on
health, doing what’s-best-for-us is hard if
it means breaking our normal routines.
With the help of the consultancy’s
interactive media team I developed a
research tool in the style of a cultural
probe. We designed the probe pack in
two parts - a sleep journal to understand
people’s routines and product analysis
to get their reaction to using existing
products.

DESIGN RESEARCH
The user centred approach forced discussions with the client about the productservice system that they would use to
deliver their product, which subsequently
impacted on the design route that we
took with the product.

CULTURAL PROBE
PACK + DIARY

ROCKET MEDICAL

THE CHALLENGE : UPDATE THE
INTERFACE AND AESTHETICS OF A
SUCTION PUMP USED TO COLLECT
EGGS FOR IVF

IVF EGG COLLECTION PUMP

Not a product you come across every
day, before I put pencil to paper I had to
understand the product’s environment
and how users interacted with it.
In a visit to St Mary’s Hospital, Manchester, I spoke to nurses, a gynaecologist,
the lead embryologist and the laboratory manager about their experiences,
requirements and suggestions. I was
able to observe several procedures firsthand - from the patients’ nervous arrival
to the minute precision of egg retrieval.
Being part of the operating theatre environment meant that I witnessed some
interesting user interaction nuances. As
a result I identified the product’s
critical functions as well as areas for
improvement.
The client’s initial driver for product
development was aesthetic improvement. My observations, however,
had revealed opportunities for
improved usability. I was able to
present concepts to the client that
not only improved the look of their
product but also included new and
improved functional features.
One important observation was the
criticality of cleanliness. Streamlining

CONCEPT
GENERATION

USER
OBSERVATION

ROCKET MEDICAL
IVF EGG COLLECTION PUMP
the interface would align the product
with more modern equipment in the
operating theatre. There was one tricky
problem though. As the product would
only ever be produced in low volumes,
custom component production was out
of the question and off-the-shelf medical
grade components were limited in style
and function. Ideally there would be no
fiddly, dirt-trapping dials on the product
at all. A capacitive touch sensor similar
to that in the Apple i-pod touch wheel
was found. Further research and concept
development showed that this technology would not only provide aesthetic
and functional improvements but would
actually be more cost effective.
Integrating a touch sensing dial required
careful consideration as it was a new
venture in both engineering and human
factors. Prototyping also revealed the
opportunity to form the LED window
in the top casing rather than using a
separate component, thus reducing
component and assembly costs.
The resulting product was a striking,
streamline showcase product that Rocket
Medical has launched at trade shows,
creating great interest.

PROTOTYPING

REBOOT

THE CHALLENGE : TO DEVELOP A
SERVICE TO SUPPORT RETIREES TO
INCREASE SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVELS
Retirement is a significant and often
difficult transition in people’s lives. It
involves significant changes to social
status, routines and family and marital
relationships. There is growing evidence
that maintaining physical and social
activity following retirement can lead
to a longer and healthier later life.
Reboot aimed to address these issues
by providing a service to encourage a
combination of physical activity and
social interaction that is beneficial to
both physical and mental health.
The research process for Reboot looked
for motivational factors to encourage
retirees to undertake physical and social
activity as well as the barriers they
needed to overcome. The final concept
combined rewards, social networks,
community contribution and inter-generational connections as motivators to
connect and continue to engage with the
Reboot programme. In response to users’
desires, the designers developed both a
concept online/smart phone application
and a paper report system to connect
users with their social network, local
community and to provide encouraging
feedback.

MA SERVICE DESIGN
REBOOT
REPORT

APP
CONCEPT

VIDEO
STORYBOARD

THE RED INITIATIVE

THE CHALLENGE : TO IMPROVE
LOCAL COMPANIES’ ENGAGEMENT
WITH RESOURCE EFFICIENT DESIGN
The Resource Efficient Design (RED)
Initiative was a £220,000 regional
development agency funded business
development scheme to engage smallmedium sized enterprises (SMEs) with
eco-design.
It was critical that the programme was
relevant to SMEs so we focused on the
business opportunities in sustainable
design e.g. marketing capacity and waste
reduction.
We promoted and delivered three
seminars to introduce companies to
eco-design. We were then able to provide
tailored support and advice to businesses, including materials selection,
materials reduction and new product
development. We worked with local
design consultancies to undertake the
design projects.
Working with SMEs and design consultancies I recognised the need for further
research into the practical application
of eco-design within small businesses. I
undertook a research project to identify
how small product design consultancies
could most effectively integrate ecodesign into their product development
processes. The resulting research paper

ECO-DESIGN + BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
- “Integrating Eco-design into Everyday
Practice” was presented at “Sustainable
Innovation 07”.
The completion of this paper coincided
with a call for evidence from the House
of Lords’ Select Committee on Waste
Reduction who were keen to focus on
waste from product design and manufacturing. We were able to report to the
House of Lords the issues that designers
and manufacturers faced in implementing
eco-design through our findings from the
RED initiative project.
Having demonstrated our expertise in
eco-design The RED Initiative team was
recruited to conduct a feasibility study
for an eco-design optimisation tool. The
Sloane Group Ltd, a large retail design
and manufacturing enterprise, were keen
to provide industry leading, environmentally-preferable retail solutions.
The project also motivated the
lecturing team to improve sustainable design education within the
department. I was able to be part
of this process including arranging
visiting lecturers and developing and delivering new course
materials.

RE-USABLE
BOTTLE WARMER

SEMINAR
DELIVERY

WRIST WORN

THE CHALLENGE : TO PRODUCE
A DISCREET BUT ATTRACTIVE
WRIST WORN ACTIVITY MONITOR,
ACCEPTABLE TO A WIDE AUDIENCE

ACTIVITY MONITOR

Our client had developed innovative
software to capture movement data for
a medical research trial. The hardware
they created had to be packaged in a
way that would encourage users to wear
the device all day, every day.

PROTOTYPING

The main concern was that trial
participants could find wearing the device
cumbersome, irritating or embarrassing.
As lead designer I sought an aesthetic
that was discreet and would appeal to
a wide demographic. However, it was
also important that the product was
enjoyable to wear in order to maximise
engagement with the trial.
As the hardware package was
significantly larger than a conventional
watch it was also important to focus on
producing a slim-lined appearance. The
final form was particularly driven by the
function and manufacturing constraints
as the package had to remain as small
as possible. For example, I turned the
requirement for a small data connector
cover into a feature - using a sprung
metal clasp as a covering to add a sense
of quality to the final product and break
up the otherwise featureless fascia.

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

USER
TESTING

FINAL
PRODUCT

